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Abstract 
Chlorophyll-a concentration is one of the most measured metrics in both water quality and 
plant health monitoring. It is an indicator of algal biomass and provides insight into stressors such 
as eutrophication and bloom risk. It is also a widely used metric in terrestrial ecosystems as an 
indicator of photosynthetic activity and nutrient limitation. Most currently used laboratory-based 
methods for measuring chlorophyll-a exploit spectroscopic techniques and require expensive 
instrumentation, like spectrophotometer or fluorometer. In addition, the readings are taken inside 
a black box to avoid optical noise. 
The purpose of this thesis is to propose a smart, low-cost, and portable sensor system to 
measure the concentration of chlorophyll-a in an extracted solution. The goals were achieved using 
two distinct spectral method. The first approach involves two consumer-grade spectral sensors that 
read the optical reflectance at 12 discrete wavelengths in visible and near-infrared spectra. The 
system was tuned for an optimal distance from the sensors to the solution and an enclosure was 
printed to maintain the distance, as well as to avoid natural light interference. Extracted 
chlorophyll-a solutions of 52 different concentrations were prepared, and at least 5 readings per 
sample were taken using the proposed smart sensor system. The ground truth values of the samples 
were measured in the laboratory using Thermo Nano 2000C. After cleaning the anomalous data, 
different machine learning models were trained to determine the significant wavelengths that 
contribute most towards chlorophyll-a measurement. Finally, a decision tree model with 5 
important features was chosen based on the lowest Root Mean Square and Mean Absolute Error 
when it was tested on the validation set. The final model resulted in a mean error of ±0.9 μg/L 
when applied on the test set. The total cost for the device was around CAD 135. 
For the next approach, a rapid system has been proposed using electric impedance 
spectroscopy (EIS) to measure the concentration of chlorophyll-a, extracted into 95%(v/v) ethanol. 
Two electrodes accompanied with a high precision impedance converter from Analog Device was 
used for the development of the sensor. The system was tuned for a fixed electrode orientation, 
effective area, electrode to electrode distance and excitation voltage by studying different relevant 
experiments. The proposed sensor was calibrated using the impedance of 95%(v/v) ethanol. 
Extracted chlorophyll solutions of 60 different concentrations were prepared. At least 5 readings 
per sample were taken using the proposed system from 1.5 kHz to 7.5 kHz. Samples were then 
analyzed using standard methods by a spectrophotometer (Genesys20) from Thermo Scientific. 
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Study of Pearson coefficient, principal component analysis, variance inflation factor and backward 
elimination were used to identify the significant features for chlorophyll-a measurement using EIS. 
Finally, a simple linear regression model with 11 important features in the range 2.3kHz to 4.7kHz 
was chosen based on the lowest Root Mean Square (RMS) and Mean Absolute (MA) Error. The 
coefficient of determination, R2 of the fitted model was 0.93. MAE for the final proposed model 
is ±0.904 μgL-1 when applied on the test set. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 
Water quality testing is an important part of environmental monitoring. When water quality is 
poor, it affects not only aquatic life, but the surrounding ecosystem including human as well. 
Monitoring water quality provides empirical evidence to support decision making on health and 
environmental issues. However, monitoring water quality in the 21st century is a growing challenge 
because of the large number of chemicals used in our everyday lives and in commerce that can 
make their way into our waters. On the other hand, the world population will grow to 9.6 billion 
by 2050 and global food production need to be increased by 70% to feed the increased population 
[1]. Hence analyzing plant health can contribute towards the superior quality of vegetables and 
fruits. 
1.1. Different types of Chlorophyll 
Chlorophyll is one of the major photosynthetic pigments that is found in almost all plants and 
algae. There are mainly four types of chlorophylls – chlorophylls a, b, c, and d. Some of them can 
again be divided into subcategory, for example – chlorophyll c consists of both chlorophyll c1 and 
c2. However, all kinds of chlorophylls consist of four pyrrole rings containing nitrogen arranged 
in a ring around a magnesium ion and a long hydrocarbon tail. This hydrocarbon tail is lipid 
soluble. Chlorophyll-a is found in almost all higher plants, algae, and cyanobacteria; chlorophyll-
b is found in higher plants and green algae. Chlorophyll c and d is not found as abundant as the 
other two kinds. Chlorophyll c is mainly found in diatoms, dinoflagellates, and brown algae 
whereas chlorophyll d is found only in red algae [2]. However, in higher plants and algae, 
chlorophyll-a is the principle photosynthetic pigment and the ratio of chlorophyll-a to chlorophyll-
b is found 3:1 [3] 
1.2. Chlorophyll-a measurement for water quality monitoring 
Water quality monitoring has physical properties (e.g. temperature and turbidity), chemical 
characteristics (pH and dissolved oxygen) and biological indicators (algae and phytoplankton). 
Chlorophyll-a is one of the major water quality monitoring metrics that provides an estimation of 
both phytoplankton biomass [4] and trophic status [5][6]. It is a regularly observed physical 
parameter in different lakes in Canada. 
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Chlorophyll-a is also an indicator and predictor of harmful algal blooms or HABs. HABs occur 
when colonies of algae grow out of control and produce toxic or harmful effects on people, fish, 
shellfish, marine mammals, and birds. The human illness caused by HABs can be debilitating or 
even fatal. HAB may reduce dissolved oxygen concentration and bring it down as low as to the 
lethal level for marine lives. Although algal blooms can be natural phenomena, they have expanded 
as an issue over the last several decades in Canada. Reports of blooms of toxic cyanobacteria in 
the Great Lakes, for example, have increased significantly since the late 1990s [7]. HAB not only 
causes human illness but also affects the economy. From 2009 to 2012, blooms caused 22 fish 
killing events around Vancouver Island, Canada [8]. 
Canada, with over a million lakes and countless ponds, is faced with the daunting prospect of 
managing water resources as population expands and the north experiences accelerated warming. 
At present, management policies to mitigate or respond to algal blooms vary considerably across 
provinces, and local agencies are typically ill-prepared particularly for toxic blooms [9]. However, 
initiatives have been taken to minimize the adverse effect by forecasting algal bloom. As 
chlorophyll-a is one of the main photosynthetic pigment of algae, among many physical 
parameters, forecasting of HAB requires continuous monitoring of chlorophyll-a in the water. In 
fact, monitoring chlorophyll-a levels is a direct way of tracking algal growth. Surface waters that 
have high chlorophyll-a conditions are typically high in nutrients, generally phosphorus and 
nitrogen. These nutrients cause the algae to grow or bloom. So, a rise in chlorophyll-a 
concentration triggers alarm for potential algal bloom risk. To calibrate the in-situ instruments to 
measure chlorophyll-a, samples are collected from the lakes and validated against the lab-based 
methods. 
In general, the amount of chlorophyll-a in a collected water sample is used as a measure of the 
concentration of suspended phytoplankton. The use of the measurement of phytoplankton as an 
indicator of water quality is described in Section 10200 (A) of Standard Methods for the 
Examination of Water and Wastewater. 
1.3. Chlorophyll-a measurement in plant science 
Deficiencies in any of major nutrients like nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, sulfur, 
magnesium, and iron can manifest as a reduction in leaf chlorophyll-a content. A depletion in 
overall leaf chlorophyll-a content reduces the amount of solar radiation that can be absorbed which 
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in turn limits the efficiency of corresponding photosynthetic processes thus lowering primary 
photosynthetic production. The measurement of chlorophyll-a content can therefore yield 
important information relating to the presence of biotic stress factors [10] and also of abiotic issues 
such as light, drought and pigment inhibiting herbicide damage [11][12]. 
1.4. Chlorophyll-a measurement in food engineering 
Chlorophyll-a and its derivatives are largely used in food industry and medicine [13]. Copper-
chlorophyll food colorings have been produced and used since 1926 [14]. In addition, chlorophyll-
a is also used in cosmetic products and in pharmaceutical industry. Additionally, it has antioxidant 
and antimutagenic properties [15]. On top of that, chlorophyll-a is also used a natural dying agent 
[16]. 
1.5. Research objective 
The primary objective of this thesis is to develop a low-cost, portable, and rapid system to 
monitor extracted chlorophyll-a concentration. The following research objectives were set to meet 
the goal of developing an affordable system: 
• To design and develop a low-cost, portable, and rapid sensors for measuring extracted 
chlorophyll concentration by exploring its physical and chemical change with increase of 
concentration. 
• To prepare extracted chlorophyll-a samples to train and test developed sensor. 
• To develop a spectral data processing pipeline including outlier detection, feature 
reduction, normalization and modeling for data acquired using developed sensor. 
• To compare the feasibility of the proposed system in terms of accuracy and cost over the 
existing methods and devices. 
1.6. Thesis organization 
The chapters are organized as follows: 
Chapter 2 reviews the literature related to existing methodologies and recent advances in 
chlorophyll concentration measurement. Moreover, different recent applications of electrical 
impedance spectroscopy have been discussed. 
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Chapter 3 provides the details background of data processing. The chapter elaborately explains 
the theory and equations of data preprocessing, normalization, outlier detection, validation 
methods and evaluation metrics. 
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 describes the experimental setup and result analysis of two independent 
experiments to fulfil the research objectives. Chapter 4 highlights the experiment using optical 
reflectance spectroscopy while Chapter 5 deals with extracted chlorophyll-a measurement using 
electrical impedance spectroscopy.  
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the findings of this research work and provides direction for future 
investigations and improvements for the proposed system. 
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Chapter 2:  Literature Review 
2.1. Methods for extracting chlorophyll-a 
Chlorophyll-a is an organic, complex, and photosynthetic compound which is bound to plant 
or aquatic cell. Being an organic compound, it does not dissolve into water or any other non-
organic solvent. However, it is easily dissolved into organic solvents like ethanol, acetone, ether 
and chloroform [15]. 
The use of the solvent differs from one laboratory to another. The expression used for calculating 
the concentration of extracted chlorophyll also differs based on the solvent. The 95% (v/v) ethanol 
extraction method is faster and not as expensive as the acetone method, since the extraction and 
homogenization of the chloroplasts is performed in hot ethanol instead of cold acetone [17]. In 
[15] and [18] researchers shown that 95% (v/v) ethanol outperforms other common polar solvents 
to extract chlorophyll from plant leaf. However, for chlorophyll-a extraction from aquatic 
macrophytes, 100% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) yielded slightly more efficient than methanol or 
acetone depending on the species examined. Chlorophyll-a extracted into DMSO appeared to be 
more stable over time than ethanol [19]. 
2.2. Methods for measuring chlorophyll-a 
Chlorophyll can be determined by titration of the bound magnesium with tetra-acetic acid 
[20]. However, this procedure cannot differentiate between chlorophyll-a and chlorophyll-b. Also, 
it requires physical separation of the chlorophylls from the other cellular constituents. As a result, 
it is not as convenient as other methods of measuring chlorophyll-a [21]. 
The current methodologies of chlorophyll-a measurement mainly rely on its spectroscopic 
characteristics: light absorption [22][23][24] or fluorescence [25][26][27]. Methods to measure 
chlorophyll-a in water can be classified into three major branches: (a) in situ Fluorescence (b) 
Satellite or Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Imaging and (c) lab-based methods including 
spectrophotometry, fluorometry and HPLC. Of these, (a) and (b) are non-destructive, and (c) is a 
destructive method to measure Chlorophyll-a in water samples. 
Many commercial water quality monitoring sensors (such as microFlu by TriOS, Germany; 
FluoProbes by InterChim, France; YSI 6131 by Yellow Springs Instruments Inc., USA) use 
fluorescence to measure chlorophyll-a in vivo. However, for  the fluorescence method, the total 
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fluorescence is only 1-2% of absorbed light, resulting in very weak signal for detection by existing 
sensors [28]. Moreover, the method yields relative values as the loss of light energy is permanent 
[29]. Frequent field calibration and/or validation are required with this method [30]. 
Satellite and airborne sensors, or UAVs, can also be used to quantify chlorophyll-a content. 
They have narrow-band capabilities [31], although satellites can cover large areas more quickly. 
Both satellite and airborne sensors have disadvantages. They are expensive and have low temporal 
and spatial resolution which is less than ideal for producing detailed pictures of the algae present. 
Not only are there technological limitations, but there can also be environmental ones such as 
cloud cover impedance [32]. However, for quantitative analysis, almost all the imaging methods 
require calibration based on discrete water samples [33]. So measurement using either remote 
sensing [34][35] or in-situ probes [36][37] is relative, and must be calibrated against the discrete 
spectroscopic measurement [38][4].  
The spectrophotometric method is widely used in laboratories for validation of airborne 
methods. Chlorophyll-a is extracted in an organic solvent (e.g. acetone or ethanol) and optical 
absorbance of the solution is measured using a spectrophotometer. Degradation of the chlorophyll-
a solution, which can be caused by exposure to light on the passage of time, can create difficulties 
when using this method [39].  
Standard methods for measuring chlorophyll-a (e.g., ISO 10260:1992), include extraction 
of chlorophyll-a from the leaf or algae in a solvent, such as 95% (v/v) ethanol. The optical density 
(OD) is measured at 665nm and 750nm after filtration and extraction of the chlorophyll solution, 
followed by corrections for degradation products, often done by acidifying the solution [40]. In 
fluorometric methods, the emission peak is measured at around 685nm [41], with the wavelengths 
varying based on the extractant used. 
Measuring OD at different wavelengths precisely requires individual detectors and precise 
optical sources or filter. In addition, sometimes, the response is so small that the emitted response 
gets scattered. Also, optical noise and interferences are common and are difficult to model, since 
the noise varies temporally. To minimize this noise, in laboratory-based methods, OD is measured 
inside a black box. Chlorophyll analysis by high performance liquid chromatography is a precise 
methodology [42]. However, it is a costly and time-consuming procedure. 
Some recent studies show promise for measuring chlorophyll A in water. Filippo 
Attivissimo et al. proposed a portable optical sensor for sea water, with a high sensitivity of 0.2 
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μg/L [43]. Estimation accuracy was improved significantly in remote sensing using gaussian 
process regression in [44] and [45]. In addition, smartphone-based methods are rapidly advancing, 
for example, fluorometry has been used to enable smartphone based monitoring of pH [46]. Apps 
have also been developed for measuring chlorophyll-a in plant tissue [47]. 
2.3. Usage of electrical impedance spectroscopy in sensor development 
Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is frequently used to study the resistance, inductance 
and capacitance properties of a sample subjected to an applied electric field of fixed or changing 
frequency [48]. It has wide range of application in biological analysis [49]. It has been used to 
measure leaf nitrogen concentration [50], the moisture level in foods [51] and to assess the ripening 
of fruits [52]. To assess the freshness of banana, EIS was performed during different ripening state 
in [53]. Researchers attached an Ag/AgCl electrode and measured impedance spectra by 4294A 
Impedance Analyzer over a frequency range of 50Hz to 1MHz. The impedance magnitude, phase 
angle, real and imaginary part varied markedly with the change of ripening stage.  
Many other researchers have reported methodologies based on electrical impedance 
measurements to determine plant physiological status, such as nitrogen nutrition stress in tomato 
leaves [54] nitrogen status estimation in lettuce [55], pH measurement in citrus food [56] and tea 
leaf growth [57].  In [58], authors also used electrical impedance spectroscopy to measure the 
water content in ethanol-water mixtures. 
EIS is less sensitive to environmental variables than other available noninvasive methods. It is 
a fast, easily implementable, radiation-free and inexpensive method which could be an attractive 
alternative to optical spectroscopy for various applications [50]. 
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Chapter 3:  Sample Preparation and Concentration Measuring 
To develop a model that predicts any physical parameter, satisfactory number of samples is 
required. The number of samples is satisfactory when they include all variations of that parameter 
within the measuring range. For regression analysis, the actual values of that physical parameter 
need to be known beforehand. This is also required to evaluate the developed model. In the 
following sections, how samples were prepared, their distribution and how chlorophyll-a 
concentrations in the samples were measured have been described. 
3.1. Extracting chlorophyll-a 
Green leaves are common and natural source of chlorophyll-a. Green lettuce and spinach are 
commonly found leaves which are full of chlorophyll-a and found almost all the year round. So, 
both lettuce and spinach leaves were used to extract chlorophyll-a. In all subsequent experiments 
95% (v/v) ethanol (CH3
 – OH) was used as the polar solvent to extract chlorophyll-a from plant 
leaves.  
To prepare a homogeneous distribution of chlorophyll-a solution, leaves were first cut into 
equal pieces using paper punch machine. To maintain homogeneous distribution of chlorophyll-a, 
only leaf lamina was considered, and midrib and veins were avoided as much as possible. These 
equal pieces of leaf lamina were then submerged into 95% (v/v) ethanol for a day for at least 8 
hours or more. Finally, the leaf pieces were filtered out and extracted chlorophyll-a into ethanol 
was collected. The whole process has been shown in Figure 3-1. 
   
(a)     (b) 
Figure 3 1:  The process of extracting chlorophyll from plant leaf (a) leaf cut into equal pieces, 
(b) leaf submerged into ethanol, 
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(c)    (d) 
Figure 3-1:  (c) filtered leaf after extraction, (d) prepared solution in the cuvette. 
Samples were prepared separately at different times for two different experiments using optical 
reflectance and electrical impedance. In the experiments, the range of chlorophyll-a measurement 
using optical spectroscopy was found wider than that using electrical impedance spectroscopy. 
The sample distributions for each experiment have been shown in Figure 3-3 
  
(a)      (b) 
Figure 3-2: Sample distribution for (a) experiment-1 (b) experiment-2 
 




Figure 3-3: (c) Sample distribution for two different experiments 
The Box plot in Figure 3-3 shows the range of concentration of the samples for two different 
experiments. From the histogram shown in Figure 3-3. it is evident that for both experiments, the 
samples are evenly distributed within respective range. 
Chlorophyll-a concentration extracted from algae was also measured in this experiment. In this 
regard, sample water was collected from different spots of Pike Lake, Saskatoon, SK, Canada. The 
collected water was then filtered overnight for algae using a P5 quality filter paper from Fisher 
Scientific. The substrate was then submerged into 95% (v/v) ethanol. Ethanol extracted 
chlorophyll-a from the collected algae. However, this data was not a part of model development. 
The process has been illustrated in Figure 3-5. 
   
(a)    (b)     (c) 
Figure 3-4: Chlorophyll extraction from lake water algae (a) Sample water collection from Pike 
Lake (b) water filtration for separating algae from water (c) filtered algae 
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(d)        (e) 
Figure 3-5: (d) algae submerged into 95% (v/v) ethanol (e) extracted chlorophyll for three 
different samples 
3.2. Concentration measurement of the sample 
To label the solutions with actual chlorophyll-a content (referred as, the ground truth value), 
the traditional lab-based spectrophotometric method has been used. The ground truth value of 
chlorophyll-a concentration was calculated using the trichromatic method explained in [59] and 
stated in (3-1) 




where,   A665
 = Absorbance at 665 nm, 
A669
 = Absorbance at 669 nm, 
A750 = Absorbance at 750 nm, 
s = solvent extract volume (mL), 
V = Sample Volume (L), 
ρ = path length of cell (cm) 
Thermo Scientific Genesys 20 or Thermo Nanodrop 2000c spectrophotometer (shown in Figure 
3-6 (a)) was used to measure the absorbance based on availability to use. Both are industry grade 
precise spectrophotometer and was used to measure the optical density (OD) at 649, 665, and 
750nm. If the OD at 665nm was not in the linear range (between 0.2 and 0.8), the solution was 
diluted, and the OD of the diluted solution was multiplied by the dilution ratio. 
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(a)       (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 3-6: Spectrophotometer used for measuring ground truth value of the sample (a) 
NanoDrop2000c (b) Graphical user interface for NanoDrop 2000c (c) GenSys 20, both from 
Thermo Scientific 
During the ground truth value measurements, samples were carried in a standard 1mm cuvette. 
Because chlorophyll can fluorophore, to ensure that there was no photobleaching or self-shading 
effect, the sample was kept in darkness for at least 15 minutes between consecutive readings for 
both the proposed method and the spectrophotometric method.  
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Chapter 4:  Data Processing 
Before developing any model, the dataset was closely monitored for any outlier. Also, the data 
was shuffled, and the features were brought in the same scale. Out of many predictors or features, 
few were chosen to predict the dependent variable based on different appropriate methodologies. 
Different models were tried on the dataset. The developed models were evaluated based on 
prefixed metrics. The whole data processing part was mainly divided into preprocessing, model 
development and evaluation. This has been briefly described in following sections. 
4.1. Data pre-processing 
Optical and electrical impedance spectra reading was taken carefully so that there remains no 
missing value in the dataset. For all samples, at least 2 readings were taken for both optical and 
electrical impedance method. The data was saved in a .csv file. For a better optimized model, the 
obtained data was passed through certain stages. 
4.1.1. Data shuffling and feature scaling 
To make sure that the model is a generalized one, the obtained data was shuffled before 
splitting into test and training set. For best accuracy of the model, it's always recommended that 
training data should have all flavours of data which is ensured by shuffling. Also, by shuffling the 
data, it was ensured that each data point creates an "independent" change on the model, without 
being biased by the same points before them. For repeatability of the result, the shuffling function 
was seeded with same integer all the time. 
The prepared dataset contains features highly varying in magnitudes and range. But since, 
most of the machine learning algorithms use Euclidian distance between two data points in their 
computations, this is a problem. 
If left alone, these algorithms only take in the magnitude of features. The features with high 
magnitudes will weigh in a lot more in the distance calculations than features with low magnitudes. 
To supress this effect, all features were required to bring to the same level of magnitudes. This was 
achieved by scaling the features.  
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Z-score normalization or standardization was used to scale the features. standardization (or 
Z-score normalization) means centering the variable around mean and standardizing the variance 
at 1. The procedure involves subtracting the mean of each observation and then dividing by the 
standard deviation according to (4-1). 
𝑥′ =  
𝑥−?̅?
𝜎
  (4-1) 
Where, ?̅? is mean value of all the values for feature x,  
σ is their standard deviation 
x’ is the scaled value of the observation, x 
The result of standardization is that the features will be rescaled so that they will have the 
properties of a standard normal distribution with mean, µ = 0 and standard scaler, σ = 1. 
4.1.2. Outlier detection 
Despite many precautions before measuring optical reflectance, the physical sensors can be 
susceptible to erroneous readings. When the model is trained by these erroneous readings, the 
accuracy of the model degrades substantively. To improve accuracy, the erroneous readings must 
be excluded before training and testing the model.  
One of the methods to find erroneous readings is to plot the values of one feature against 
another. This kind of plot is known as pair plot. If there is a strong correlation between the values 
of two features, one single trendline is expected in their pair plot. The other readings that does not 
fit into that trendline may cause error. However, formal attention is required before identifying 
any reading as outlier because they might content important information. 
4.2. Feature selection or reduction 
In any data analysis, not all features are of same importance. Features that does not contain 
sufficient information cause both ambiguity and computational complexity. The irrelevant features 
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may also cause degradation of the model. For this reason, reducing the number of features before 
analysis is important.  
4.2.1. Pearson correlation coefficient 
Correlation is a technique for investigating the relationship between two quantitative, 
continuous variables. Pearson's correlation coefficient is a measure of the strength of the 
association between the two variables. Given a pair of random variables (X, Y), the Pearson 
Correlation Coefficient (ρ) is calculated by (4-2). 
𝝆𝑿,𝒀 =  
𝒄𝒐𝒗(𝑿,𝒀)
𝝈𝑿𝝈𝒀
  (4-2) 
Where, 𝝆𝑿,𝒀 is the Pearson coefficient of X and Y 
cov(X, Y) is covariance between X and Y,  
and σX and σY are the standard deviation of X and Y respectively. 
Covariance is another measure of the relationship between two random variables. It 
measures, to what extent the variables change together. However, the metric does not assess the 
dependency between variables. Unlike the correlation coefficient, it is measured in units using (4-
3) 
𝒄𝒐𝒗(𝑿, 𝒀) =  
∑(𝑿−?̅?)(𝒀− ?̅?)
𝒏
  (4-3) 
Where cov(X,y) is the covariance between X and Y, 
n is number of populations, 
and ?̅? 𝒂𝒏𝒅 ?̅? are the mean value of X and Y. 
 Pearson’s correlation coefficient has a value between +1 and −1. A value of +1 is total 
positive linear correlation, 0 is no linear correlation, and −1 is total negative linear correlation. 
4.2.2. Principal component analysis 
Given a collection of points in higher dimensional space, a "best fitting" line can be defined 
as one that minimizes the average squared distance from a point to the line. The next best-fitting 
line can be similarly chosen from directions perpendicular to the first. Repeating this process yields 
an orthogonal basis in which different individual dimensions of the data are uncorrelated. These 
basis vectors are called principal components, and several related procedures principal component 
analysis (PCA) [60]. Hence PCA is defined as an orthogonal linear transformation that transforms 
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the data to a new coordinate system such that the greatest variance by some scalar projection of 
the data comes to lie on the first coordinate (called the first principal component), the second 
greatest variance on the second coordinate, and so on. It is a mathematical tool to reduce 
dimensionality of large dataset. It transforms a large set of variables into a smaller one that is easier 
to explore and visualize but still contains most of the information in the large set. It is especially 
helpful for the dataset where there is multicollinearity between variables. 
PCA is a feature extraction technique. PCA was performed over impedance magnitude 
over the predefined frequency range where the device shows maximum sensitivity to minimize 
the number of features during analysis. 
4.2.3. Variance inflation factor 
In multivariate regression, "multicollinearity" refers to predictors that are correlated with 
other predictors.  Multicollinearity occurs when the model includes multiple factors that are 
correlated not just to the response variable, but also to each other. In other words, it results when 
there are factors that are a bit redundant. 
Multicollinearity increases the standard errors of the coefficients. Increased standard errors 
in turn means that coefficients for some independent variables may be found not to be significantly 
different from 0. In other words, by overinflating the standard errors, multicollinearity makes some 
variables statistically insignificant when they should be significant. 
Variance inflation factor (VIF) is a measure of the amount of multicollinearity in a set of 
multiple regression variables. Mathematically for a predictor i, it can be calculated as (4-4) 
𝑽𝑰𝑭𝒊 =  
𝟏
𝟏− 𝑹𝒊
𝟐  (4-4) 
Where Ri
2 – value is obtained by regressing the predictor i on the remaining predictors. 
Theoretically, VIF value can range from 1 to infinity. When VIF for a feature is equal to 
1, then it represents that, the value at that particular feature cannot be predicted using other 
remaining features i.e. the particular feature is independent. A feature with a large VIF represents 
that, the particular feature is not independent to other remaining features. The general rule of thumb 
is that features whose VIF exceeds 10 are sign of serious multicollinearity that requires correction. 
Also, as we remove features with high VIF, VIF for other features decreases. 
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4.2.4. Backward elimination 
Wrapper methods are general purpose feature selection algorithms that search the space of 
feature subsets, testing the performance of each subset using a fixed learning algorithm. The 
feature subset that gives the best performance is selected for the final use. Backward elimination 
is a simple wrapper method for feature reduction. 
For backward elimination, the null hypothesis is – there is no relationship between the 
dependent variable, Y and predictor, Xi. So, if the null hypothesis is rejected, the alternative 
hypothesis is – there is relationship between the target variable, Y and predictor or feature, Xi.  
P-value evaluates the probability that the sample data support the null hypothesis to be true. It 
measures how compatible the data are with the null hypothesis. A high p-value for a feature 
indicates that the null hypothesis is correct and therefore there is no relationship between the target 
variable and the feature. The estimated coefficient come from a normal distribution around zero 
and can be discarded. The term significance level (α) is used to refer to a pre-chosen probability. 
If p-value ≤ α then the null hypothesis is rejected and therefore the alternative hypothesis is 
accepted. Otherwise if p-value of a feature is higher than the significance level α, then we accept 
the null hypothesis, i.e. there is no relationship between the target variable and that feature. As a 
rule of thumb, the significance level is usually set at 5% or 0.05. 
In backward elimination method, at first step, a model is fit on the whole dataset including all 
independent variables or features. The p-value for all independent variables are then calculated. 
The feature with the highest p-value is eliminated from the dataset. This process continues until 
the p-value of all features is less than the significant level. 
4.3. Regression models 
In statistical modeling, regression analysis is a set of statistical processes for estimating the 
relationships between a dependent variable (often called the ‘outcome’ or ‘target’ variable) and 
one or more independent variables (often called 'predictors', 'covariates', or 'features'). When the 
number of target variables to be predicted is more than one it is called multivariate regression 
analysis and otherwise univariate regression analysis. Regression analysis is widely used for 
prediction and forecasting, where its use has substantial overlap with the field of machine learning. 
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4.3.1. Linear regression 
Linear regression is a linear approach to modeling the relationship between a response 
(or dependent variable) and one or more explanatory variables (or independent variables). The 
case of one explanatory variable is called simple linear regression. For more than one explanatory 
variable, the process is called multiple linear regression. The equation for a multiple univariate 
linear regression model is given in (4-5) 
y = a + bX  (4-5) 
where y is the dependent or target variable and X is a matrix of explanatory variables.  
a and b are two parameters that are optimized to fit the data on the model. a is called bias 
and b is coefficient matrix 
For multiple linear regression model, ordinary least squares are used to estimate the values 
of the coefficients. Given a regression line through the data, ordinary least square calculates the 
distance from each data point to the regression line, square them and sum all of the squared errors 
together. The process then seeks to minimize the residuals. This approach treats the data as a matrix 
and uses linear algebra operations to estimate the optimal values for the coefficients. 
If the independent variables or the features are in same scale or have been scaled prior to 
fitting into a model, the coefficient of the linear regression model provide a basis for a crude feature 
importance score. The higher the coefficient, the more important that feature is. 
4.3.2. Decision tree (DT) 
Decision tree builds regression models in the form of a tree structure. It breaks down the 
dataset into smaller and smaller subsets while at the same time an associated decision tree is 
incrementally developed. Finally, the model results in a tree with decision nodes and leaf nodes. 
A decision node is a node that has two or more branches, each representing values for the attribute 
tested. Leaf node is the terminating node that represents a decision on the numerical target. 
Iterative Dichotomiser 3 or ID3 algorithm employs a top-down, greedy search through the 
space of possible branches with no backtracking to build a decision tree. To partition the data into 
subsets, standard deviation is calculated as a metric to measure homogeneity. 
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4.3.3. Random Forest (RF) 
Ensemble learning is the process by which multiple models are strategically generated and 
combined to solve a particular computational intelligence problem. Ensemble learning is primarily 
used to improve the performance of a model or reduce the likelihood of an unfortunate selection 
of a poor one. 
A Random Forest is an ensemble technique capable of performing regression with the use 
of multiple decision trees and Bootstrap Aggregation, commonly known as bagging. Bagging, in 
the Random Forest method, involves training each decision tree on a different data sample where 
sampling is done with replacement. It combines multiple decision trees in determining the final 
output rather than relying on individual decision trees. The trees in random forests are run in 
parallel. There is no interaction between these trees while building the trees. While outputting, it 
averages the prediction of each tree. 
As each tree draws a random sample from the original data set when generating its splits, 
adding a further element of randomness prevents overfitting. 
4.4. Model evaluation 
Model Evaluation is an integral part of the model development process. It helps to find the best 
model that represents the data and also how well the chosen model is going to work for completely 
unknown dataset. Evaluating model performance with the data used to develop it is not an 
acceptable norm because it can easily generate overoptimistic and overfitted models. There are 
two methods of evaluating models in data science, Hold-Out and Cross-Validation. To avoid 
overfitting, both methods use a test set which is unknown to the model to evaluate model 
performance. 
4.4.1. Hold out method 
In this method, the mostly large dataset is randomly divided into three subsets – training 
set, validation set and test set.  
Training set is the subset of the dataset that is used to build the predictive models by 
learning the parameters by iterating through this subset. 
Validation set is a subset of the dataset that is used to assess the performance of model built 
using the data in training set. It provides a test platform to fine tune model’s parameters and to 
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select the best performing one. However, if the model has no tunable parameter, validation set is 
not necessary in that case 
Test set is an unseen dataset which is a subset of the original dataset but kept aside from 
the beginning to test the likely future performance of the model. If the model overperforms in the 
training phase and poorly performs when applied on test data, the chance is higher for the model 
to be overfitted to the training data. 
4.4.2. K-fold cross validation 
When only a limited amount of data is available, to achieve an unbiased estimate of the 
model performance k-fold cross-validation is used [61]. In k-fold cross-validation, the data is 
divided into k subsets of equal size. Models are built k times, each time leaving out one of the 
subsets from training and use it as the test set. 
In this procedure, each observation in the data sample is assigned to an individual group 
and stays in that group for the rest of the process. Therefore, each sample is given the opportunity 
to be used in the hold set once and used to train the model k-1 times. The result of a k-fold cross-
validation run is often summarized with the mean of the individual model scores. It is also a good 
practice to include a measure of the variance of the scores, such as the standard deviation. 
The procedure has a single parameter called k that refers to the number of subsets that the 
dataset is to be split into. The value of k is chosen such that each train and test group of data 
samples is large enough to be statistically representative of the broader dataset. A general rule of 
thumb is to set this value to 5 or 10. 
4.4.3. Evaluation metrics 
Model evaluation metrics are used to explain the performance of model. The performance 
of the cross validation was evaluated in terms of primary metrics stated in [62]. They are the root 
mean square error (RMSE), mean squared error (MSE), mean absolute error (MAE), and 
coefficient of determination (𝑅2). 
4.4.3.1. Mean absolute error 
The average taken between the original values and predicted values is called mean absolute 
error (MAE) and is calculated using (4-6) 
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𝑴𝑨𝑬 =  
𝟏
𝒏
 ∑ |𝒚𝒊 − ?̂?|
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏   (4-6) 
Where ?̂? is the predicted value by the model for the observation with true value yi and n is 
the sample size. 
MAE values from 0 to infinity. MAE does not provide any direction of error, i.e. whether 
the model is overfitted or underfitted. 
4.4.3.2. Root mean square error 
In general, RMSE indicates how well the concentration of data points around the regression 
line. It is calculated using (4-7). 
𝑹𝑴𝑺𝑬 =  √
𝟏
𝒏
∑ (𝒚𝒊 − ?̂?)𝟐
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏   (4-7) 
Where ?̂? is the predicted value by the model for the observation with true value yi and n is 
the sample size. 
Its value can range from 0 to infinite but usually higher than MAE. The smaller value 
represents that the data are close to the fitted line. As the error is squared before summed, it 
penalizes for the positive and negative error in the same way. RMSE is very sensitive to the outliers 
and its value is heavily influenced by them. 
4.4.3.3. Standard deviation 
Standard deviation, σ is a measure of the amount of variation or dispersion of a set of values. A 
low standard deviation indicates that the values are closely concentrated to the expected value 
while a high standard deviation indicates that the values are spread out over a long range. 
Mathematically standard deviation is calculated using (4-8) 
𝝈 =  √
𝟏
𝒏
∑ (𝒙𝒊 − ?̅?)𝟐
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏  (4-8) 
Where, ?̅? is the mean of all samples xi, and n is the number of observations. 
4.4.3.4. Co-efficient of determination 
Coefficient of determination or R2 is a statistical measure of how close the data point is 
fitted to the regression line. Mathematically it is calculated using (4-9) 
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Where, ?̂? and ?̅? are the predicted and mean value of y, n is the number of observations. 
Its value usually ranges from 0 to 1 where 0 indicates none of the variability of the response data 
around its mean and 1 show that model explains all the variability of the response data around its 
mean. However, mathematically the value of R2 can also be negative. When the fit of the model is 
worse than the fit of a horizontal line (through the mean value), the sum of squares from the model 
(SSres) becomes larger than the sum of squares from the horizontal line (SStot). As a result, there 
ratio becomes grater than 1 and R2 becomes negative. Such negative value implies that, a 
horizontal line through the mean value of the data explains the dataset better than the model.  
4.4.3.5. Adjusted R2 
The adjusted R2 is a modified version of R2 that has been adjusted for the number of 
predictors in the model. Adding more predictors or features to a regression model tends to increase 
the R2 value, which tempts to add even more. But this may cause overfitting and can return an 
unwarranted high R2. Adjusted R2 is used to determine how reliable the correlation is and how 
much is determined by the addition of independent variables. It is calculated using (4-10) 
𝒂𝒅𝒋 − 𝑹𝟐 = 𝟏 − (𝟏 − 𝑹𝟐)[
𝒏−𝟏
𝒏−(𝒌+𝟏)
]  (4-10) 
Where R2 is the coefficient of determination for n observations and with k features 
The value of adjusted R2 usually ranges from 0 to 1 but it is always lower than R2 value. 
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Chapter 5:  Experimental setup and result analysis of experiment – 1 
As observed in naked eyes in differently concentrated chlorophyll-a solutions, the color of the 
solution varies from light to deep green as the concentration is increased. So, in the first 
experiment, reflectance from the solutions have been measured at different wavelengths as an 
attempt to capture the color and they were correlated with the actual chlorophyll-a concentration 
in the solution. In the following sections of this chapter, the experimental setup, data acquisition, 
and result of this experiment have been discussed. 
5.1. Hardware setup 
A portion of photons incident on any subject is transmitted, absorbed, and/or reflected, 
maintaining the law of conservation of energy, and is stated by (5-1) 
ρ + α + τ = 1  (5-1) 
where ρ = reflectance, 
       α = absorbance, and 
   τ = transmittance. 
Reflectance is the amount of flux reflected by a surface, normalized by the amount of flux 
incident on it, and for a wavelength λ, it is measured as (5-2). 




where   p(λ) = reflectance at wavelength λ, 
Gr(λ) = reflected energy at wavelength λ, and 
Gi(λ) = incident energy at wavelength λ. 
When excited by any wavelength in the spectrum, the reflectance of the subject varies with the 
electromagnetic energy of the source. Different surface features reflection or absorbance of 
electromagnetic radiation in different ways. The reflectance properties of an object depend on the 
material and its physical and chemical state, the surface roughness as well as the geometric 
circumstances (e.g., the incidence angle of the light). Therefore, the spectral reflectance pattern for 
different subjects at different wavelengths is a signature phenomenon. 
In its liquid state, turbid water has relatively low reflectance, with clear water having the 
greatest reflectance [63]. 
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5.1.1. Sensors 
To measure the reflectance in the visible and near-infrared spectra, the highly integrated 
commercial sensors, AS7262 and AS7263 of Austria Mikro Systeme (AMS) were used, 
respectively. 
 AS7262 delivers 6-channel multi-spectral sensing in the visible wavelengths from 
approximately 430nm to 670nm with full-width half-max (FWHM) of 40nm, as shown in Figure 
5-1(a). According to their datasheet and Figure 5-1(a), six visible channels for AS7262 are 450nm, 
500nm, 550nm,570nm,600nm and 650nm.  In Figure 5-1(b), the spectral response of the AS7263 
is shown. It also delivers 6-channel multi-spectral sensing but in the near-infrared wavelengths 
from approximately 600nm to 870nm with FWHM of 20nm. According to the datasheet of AS7263 
and Figure 5-1(b), the channels for this sensor are 610nm, 680nm, 730nm, 760nm, 810nm and 
860nm. 
  
(a)       (b) 
Figure 5-1: Spectral response (reflectance in visible and near-infrared spectra) of the commercial 
sensors (a) AS7262 and (b) AS7263 of Austria Mikro Systeme (AMS). 
The operating voltage for both the sensors is from 2.7V to 3.6V. They receive signal from and 
sends spectral data to microcontroller using I2C interface. The sensors output the energy at each 
channel in µW/cm2 unit. The field of view of the sensors is ±20 degree. In this study, spectral 
breakout boards from SparkFun (SEN-14347 and SEN-14351) were used. The physical sensor, the 
breakout board and the block diagram for AS7262 have been shown in Figure 5-2. 
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(a)     (b)     (c) 
Figure 5-2: (a) AS7262 spectral sensor (b) AS7262 Sensor and excitation LED integrated into 
breakout board from SparkFun (c) block diagram for breakout board 
As the I2C address of both the sensors are same, an I2C multiplexer from SparkFun 
(TCA9548A) was used to control both the sensors with single processor. The multiplexer can 
control 8 devices with similar I2C address. 
5.1.2. Excitation source led 
An integrated LED driver with a programmable current was provided with an AS726x for 
electronic shutter applications. The LED driver can sink current from 12.5 mA to 100mA. The 
built-in LED driver was used to operate the source LEDs. For measuring reflectance in visible and 
NIR spectra, part number L130-5780HE1400001 and L130-2790001400001 from Lumileds were 
used, respectively, as excitation LEDs. They are industry standard LEDs for uniform light. Their 
specifications are presented in Table 5-1. As shown, the lower color temperature of the light source 
for the NIR spectra signifies that the spectral peak of this warm-colored light is closer to infrared 
and this light source emits significant infrared radiation. The Color Rendering Index (CRI) in Table 
I indicates how accurate the light source is at rendering color when compared to the reference light 
source. The higher the CRI, the better the color-rendering ability. As a rule of thumb, light sources 
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Table 5-1: Specifications for Excitation LEDs 
 Light Source (Visible Spectra) Light Source (NIR Spectra) 
Part Number from Lumileds L130-5780HE1400001 L130-2790001400001 
Color Temperature 5700K 2700K 
Minimum Color Rendering Index 
(CRI) 
80 90 
Typical Luminous Flux at 60mA 27 19 
Typical Viewing Angle 116° 116° 
 
5.1.3. Enclosure 
To avoid ambient light, the sensor and sample were placed inside an enclosure. In the 
experiment, the distance between the sample and the sensors was varied by 0.5 cm, starting at 0.5 
cm and up to 3.5 cm to determine the optimal distance between them. The optimal distance was 
chosen where the sensor returned the strongest reflectance pattern for a fixed sample without any 
noise or interference, and that distance was kept constant while taking all readings. The height of 
the enclosure was set to this optimal distance. The rectangular enclosure has an area which is just 
large enough to cover a standard size (150mm x 15mm) petri dish. The 3D model of the enclosure 
from a different viewing angle is shown in Figure 5-4(a) and (b). Sketchup 2018 was used for 3D 
modeling. Figure 5-4(c) shows the finished device. 
 
  
(a)       (b) 
Figure 5-3: The 3D model (a) top view, (b) isometric view, 




Figure 5-4: (c) physical device. 
5.1.4. Processing unit 
While collecting data, Raspberry Pi (RPi) 3 Model B was used for controlling the sensors 
and storing the data primarily at its micro SD card. RPi is a popular microprocessor that is widely 
used in image processing [64], IoT systems [65], automations and in many other fields. 
 The RPi3 has a 1.2 GHz quad-core processor and 1 GB LPDDR2 RAM. It has 40 GPIO 
pins some of which were used to communicate with LCD display and the sensors. It has a micro 
SD port to load its operating system where data can be stored primarily. Due to its low computation 
power, data were collected and analyzed in a separate computer. A simple graphical user interface 
(GUI) was developed using tkinter library of Python 3.6 and shown in Figure 5-5. After analysis, 
the trained model was loaded into RPi to test the model on different samples. 
 
Figure 5-5: Graphical user interface for spectral data collection using AS7262 and AS7263 
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5.1.5. Power and display 
While selecting options for power up the whole system, portability was kept in mind. To 
supply continuous power to the sensors and processing unit, 3 6000mAh, 3.7V Lithium ion 
batteries were used. To regulate the voltage to the operating voltage of the sensors and processing 
unit, a buck module was used. Everything was powered up from this +5V power bus. 
To show debugging messages a 16 X 2-character LCD display was used in the system. The 
schematic of the sensors’ interfacing circuit and flow diagram for the setup is shown in Figure 
5-7(a) and (b), respectively. 
 
(a) 
Figure 5-6: (a) Schematic of interfacing sensors 




Figure 5-7: (b) Flow diagram of the setup 
 
5.1.6. Spectral data collection 
To determine the incident energy per cm2 at a certain wavelength Gi (λ), a reflector (as shown 
in Figure 5-8) was placed under the sensor which then measured the reflected incident light. Next, 
the sample was placed under the sensor in similar conditions, and the sensor recorded the data at 
those wavelengths as Gr (λ). Finally, the reflectance was calculated using (5-2). 
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Figure 5-8: Reflector used to measure incident energy 
A dataset of spectral reflectance at twelve different wavelengths (six at the visible range and 
six at the NIR spectra) of 52 chlorophyll solutions with varying concentrations was prepared. At 
least 5 separate readings using the proposed device were taken for each solution to ensure that the 
data do not overfit. To ensure that light was reflected from the sample and not from the bottom of 
the container, the sample was placed in a petri dish whose bottom was painted black with an anti-
reflective mask. In addition, the volume of the sample was kept constant at 50mL for every reading. 
5.2. Result analysis 
In optical spectral analysis, first different parameters (e.g. distance between sensor and sample, 
transient effect etc.) for experimental setup was tuned for optimum result. Later with the tuned 
experimental setup, reflectance spectra reading was taken and analyzed. Finally, different 
characteristics (e.g. repeatability, specificity etc.) of the sensor have been measured. The results 
have been described in the subsections. 
5.2.1. Effect of changing distance 
The reflectance pattern changes with the change of distance between the sample solution and 
the sensor. The pattern for the same sample is shown in Figure 5-10(a). It can be seen that as the 
distance between the chlorophyll solution and the sensors was increased while keeping other 
parameters constant, the signal became weak, but the reflectance pattern remained the same. Figure 
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5-10(b) shows the study of the reflectance at 500nm as an increment of distance. This study 
confirms that for our device, reflectance at a fixed wavelength changes almost linearly with an 
increase in distance. As can be seen from Figure 5-10, the highest signal without any noise is 
attained when the distance between the sensor and the sample remained at 1.5 cm. Shorter 
distances produced a noisy signal. When the sensor was placed farther away, the reflectance 
magnitude deteriorated, but could be retrieved by tuning the sensor gain according to the distance. 
In all the subsequent readings, the distance was kept constant at 1.5 cm. 
 
(a) 
Figure 5-9: (a) Reflectance signal pattern with changing distance, 




Figure 5-10: (b) change of reflectance at 500nm with increasing distance. 
Figure 5-10(a) shows that the reflectance at 1cm is greater than that of 0.5cm for lower 
wavelengths. This has been further investigated and depicted using Figure 5-11. 
 
Figure 5-11: PFoV for sensor at 0.5cm and 1cm 
In Figure 5-11, sensors are kept at A and B points, which are 0.5cm and 1cm away from 
the solution surface respectively. According to the datasheet, the sensors have a package field of 
view (PFoV) of 20o. When the sensors were kept at point A, as shown in Figure 5-11, the sensors 
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were unable to capture the reflection from the gray area. So, reflected energy from the gray area 
was missing in the reading at 0.5cm. On the other hand, when sensors were kept at point B, the 
sensors were exposed to the reflection from the full surface. As a result, reflectance at 1cm is 
greater than that at 0.5cm. 
However, a closer look at Figure 5-10(a) exposes that the reflectance at 1cm is high at lower 
wavelengths. The probable reason might be Raman scattering. Raman scattering states that 
photons at lower wavelength scatters more than that at higher wavelength [66]. When excitation 
lights at lower wavelength collides with the particle of the chlorophyll solution, it scatters more 
and creates high probability of going out of FoV of the sensors. The higher wavelength photons 
do not scatter much and so majority of them are captured even at 0.5cm. 
5.2.2. Transient analysis 
Figure 5-12 shows the recorded instantaneous reflectance reading of the solution at 450nm. 
The recorded signal showed some transient effect at the first few readings. For other wavelengths, 
the transient effect lasted for the first 8 to 13 readings of the sensor. Hence, the first 20 readings 
were omitted and the average of the next ten readings was recorded. 
 
 
Figure 5-12: Instantaneous reflectance reading at 450nm 
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5.2.3. Specificity of the sensor 
A sensor system is considered specific if it responds only to one kind of component [67]. 
Numerous interferences can exist in this type of analysis.  These include particulate constituents 
that attenuate light (i.e., turbidity) and dissolved constituents such as dissolved organic matter.  In 
addition, chlorophylls b & c, and pheophytin may interfere with analyses, as has been illustrated 
in standard lab-based methods, although these limitations have not precluded widespread use of 
spectroscopic methods in limnology and oceanography.   
To examine the specificity of the sensor and assess the impacts of turbidity on 
measurements, 5mg of clay was mixed with 50mL of extracted solution. Clay was chosen as an 
interfering substance because it is widely available, and it simulates similar worst case scenarios 
when chlorophyll is extracted from a water sample in a high turbidity environment such as an 
erosive river or field. Readings were taken before and after adding clay to the solution. The 
experimental reflectance spectra shown in Figure 5-13 indicates that the proposed system is not 
specific to chlorophyll-a only. The turbidity of the solution caused significantly higher reflection 
at visible wavelengths than that of the original chlorophyll-a solution. 
 
Figure 5-13: Effect of turbidity in reflectance pattern. 
Given the proposed sensor is an optical reflectance sensor, any soluble or insoluble 
substance that changes the color of the solution will affect the reflectance spectra, and hence, the 
detection value. This is consistent with known interferences for other optical methods for 
measuring chlorophyll-a concentration. Only the fluorescent sensors are partially specific.  
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 As the proposed sensor is not specific, extraction using 95%(v/v) ethanol solution and 
filtering through at least P5 graded filter paper is recommended while preparing chlorophyll 
solution to be measured. This will remove the effect of interfering substances in the medium. 
5.2.4. Reflectance spectra analysis 
The reflectance pattern was recorded for 52 chlorophyll solutions with varying 
concentrations. Some of the reflectance patterns with increasing chlorophyll concentration are 
shown in Figure 5-14. As described previously and shown in Figure 5-1, the sensor provided 
reflectance readings at 12 discrete wavelengths. The full spectrum was achieved by using 
interpolation by a ‘pchip algorithm’. Figure 5-14 reveals variations in the percentage reflectance 
at 500nm, 550nm, 700nm, and 750nm, with changing chlorophyll-a concentration. To illustrate 
this variation more clearly, in Figure 5-15, the percentage reflectance at individual wavelengths 
was plotted against the chlorophyll concentration. At first glance, Figure 5-15 suggests that the 
reflectance at 550nm, 570nm, 680nm, 730nm, and 760nm might be significant wavelengths for 
measuring the concentration of the sample, because for these wavelengths, the reflectance varies 
significantly and at an almost constant rate. For other wavelengths, this variation is either not 
regular or so small that it might be undetectable by the model. However, more formal analyses 
were performed to further explore optimal wavelengths. 
 
Figure 5-14. Reflectance pattern with increasing concentration of chlorophyll. 






Figure 5-15. Change of reflectance at (a) visible (b) NIR spectra with increase in chlorophyll 
concentration in sample. 
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5.2.5. Analysis of Pearson coefficient 
To better understand the correlation between reflectance at a certain wavelength and the 
chlorophyll concentration in solution, a heatmap of the Pearson coefficient between any two of the 
features is shown in Figure 5-16. It shows that the measurements of reflectance at 500nm, 550nm, 
and 570nm are strongly positively correlated with each other, and those at 810nm and 860nm are 
positively correlated. Those at 550nm and 860nm have the lowest correlations with measured 
chlorophyll concentrations of the sample, and hence, these two wavelengths have been omitted 
from the analysis. Although 600nm and 610nm are very close in the spectrum, their measurements 
of reflection are not strongly correlated with each other. This is probably because two different 
sensors were involved in taking the readings at these two different wavelengths. Reflectance at 
600nm was captured using the AS7262 while that at 610nm was read by the AS7263. 
 
Figure 4-6 
Figure 5-16. Heatmap of Pearson coefficient between any two features 
5.2.6. Outlier detection 
From the Pearson coefficient, it is already known that, there is a strong correlation (>0.8) 
between the concentration of chlorophyll and the percentage reflectance at 500nm or 570nm. 
When this correlation is visualized using a pair plot between the percentage reflectance at a 
wavelength and chlorophyll concentration, a single trendline is expected. However, when a pair 
plot with chlorophyll was plotted for reflectance at 500nm and 570nm in Figure 5-17(a) and (b) 
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respectively, the data clustered into two groups. Most of the readings formed a trendline, while the 
other group of data was some distance away creating an anomaly. Linear thresholding was applied 
to the pair plot between reflectance at 500nm and the chlorophyll concentration that separated the 
data into two different groups. From the analysis, data residing below the thresholding line in 
Figure 5-17(a) appeared to be anomalous and was removed before further analysis was done. The 
thresholding points were set manually so that it is just sufficient to separate two clusters, and 
eventually the model accuracy improved significantly. Figure 5-17 also reveals that the proposed 
system does not perform well beyond the chlorophyll concentration of 60 μgL-1, as all the readings 
beyond this range were found to be erroneous. However, these more concentrated solutions can be 
measured by initially diluting the sample and then multiplying the reading by the dilution ratio. 
 
(a)      (b) 
Figure 5-17: Pair plots of reflectance at (a) 500nm, (b) 570nm and chlorophyll concentration 
with identified good and anomalous data. 
5.2.7. Model performance evaluation 
After cleaning the data, the rest of the dataset was divided into a training set, validation set, 
and test set in a 6:2:2 ratio. It was confirmed that both the test and validation set contain all the 
variances of the dataset.  
The training set was used to train three different machine learning models: a univariate 
multiple linear regression model, decision tree model, and random forest model. The best-trained 
model was selected as the one that outperformed the others when applied to the validation set. The 
test set was put aside at the very beginning so that it could be used to test the performance of the 
finally selected model on an unknown dataset. 
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To evaluate the performance of a model, the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean 
Absolute Error (MAE) were used as matrices. The plot of ground truth values (measured using 
ThermoFisher NanoDrop 2000C) vs predicted value of the model ideally should be a straight line 
through the midpoint at a slope equal to one. A high R2 value of this plot is another indicator of a 
good model. 
In Figure 5-19, the plots of ground truth value vs predicted value are shown for different 
machine learning models. The red line through the midpoint in each figure is not the best-fitted 
line, but rather indicates the characteristic of an ideal model. The graph shows that the decision 





Figure 5-18: True vs Prediction plot for (a) linear regression model, (b) decision tree model, 




Figure 5-19: True vs Prediction plot for (c) random forest model. 
The values of the model evaluation metrics are shown in Table 5-2. It can be observed that, 
among the three trained models, the decision tree algorithm resulted in the minimum RMSE and 
MAE and maximum R2 value for the True vs Predicted value plot. As a result, the decision tree 
model was chosen as the best performing one. 
Table 5-2: Value of model evaluation matrices 
 Linear Regression Decision Tree Random Forest 
RMSE 5.23 1.81 1.89 
MAE 3.41 0.86 0.97 
R2 0.87 0.965 0.964 
adj R2 0.86 0.961 0.960 
 
5.2.8. Feature reduction 
While analyzing the feature importance in the decision tree model, it was found that only 
five wavelengths played a major role in predicting the chlorophyll concentration in the sample. 
The comparison of these five predictors is shown in Figure 5-20. The two most significant 
wavelengths are 500nm and 680nm. The first one signifies the physical color of the solution. The 
traditional lab-based absorbance method, which has been used to measure chlorophyll content for 
a number of years,  measured the absorbance at 685nm and 735nm [68][69]. Hence it is not 
surprising that reflectance at 680nm played an important role in our model to predict the 
chlorophyll concentration. Reflectance at 760nm was found to be significant probably because of 
the correction of the glass petri dish. 
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Figure 5-20: Importance of top five predictors 
The same machine learning models were again trained from scratch, using only five 
extracted predictors. The evaluation matrices of the new models are presented in Table 5-3. It can 
be observed that even after keeping only five predictors, the results did not deteriorate 
substantively. Comparing Table 5-2 and Table 5-3 shows that, after removing the other seven 
wavelengths and keeping only the important five, the MAE for the decision tree decreases only by 
6.97%. 
Table 5-3: Evaluation of Models with Reduced Features 
 Linear Regression Decision Tree Random Forest 
RMSE 5.89 1.88 2.02 
MAE 4.25 0.92 1.30 
R2 0.841 0.961 0.957 
adj R2 0.833 0.959 0.955 
 
When tested on the chlorophyll solutions which were extracted from environmental water 
samples, the MAE was 1.06 μgL-1 and RMSE was 1.91 μgL-1. 
5.2.9. Repeatability of the sensor 
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To measure repeatability of this system, the percentage reflectance readings were taken 
using the proposed sensors on the same chlorophyll solution at one-minute intervals for an hour. 
Each set of readings was then passed through the proposed model to predict chlorophyll-a 
concentration. Thus, a total of 60 predictions were recorded for the same sample using the 
proposed model. The true value of the chlorophyll sample was then measured using the traditional 
laboratory-based absorption method. The mean of the 60 readings, their standard deviation, and 
standard error of the mean are shown in Table 5-4. 




Measured using proposed system True value - measured 




Mean (μgL-1) Standard 
deviation, σ 
(μgL-1) 
Standard error of 
the mean (μgL-1) 
60 11.815 0.37 0.05 12.26 - 0.445 
   
The mean value measured using the proposed model is the average of 60 predictions of the 
same sample. The standard deviation indicates the spread and variability of the predictions. The 
low standard deviation in this experiment indicates that the predictions are closely concentrated at 
the mean, which eventually results in high repeatability of the system. The standard error of the 
mean is a measure of how precise the mean prediction is. The lower value of it represents the high 
confidence level of an accurate mean. Error is the deviation of the mean of predictions, predicted 
by the proposed system from the true value. From Table IV it is evident that the mean prediction 
value is very close to the true value, and the error is within the reported mean error of the system, 
which is ±0.9 μgL-1. 
5.3. Comparison with existing sensor 
Table 5-5 draws a comparison of the proposed system with commercially available sensors 
and the model proposed in [70].  
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Table 5-5: Comparison of the proposed system with commercial and literature-developed sensors 
Topic of 
comparison 




















Weight 2 Kg ~ 5 Kg - 0.7 Kg 
Price/Cost 
(CAD) 
$13,300  $1000 $150 
Accuracy ± 0.05 μgL-1 ± 0.1 μgL-1 ± 4.46 μgL-1 ±0.9 μgL-1 




0 - 400 μgL-1 0 – 890 μgL-1 Solution can be 
diluted to measure 
any range 











2 different LEDs 





CMOS silicon with 
nano-optic filter 
 Peak Power 
Consumption 
30W 14W ~1W 5W 
 
From Table 5-5 it is observable that, although the proposed system is less accurate than the 
commercial sensors, it is lightweight, very low-cost, and consumes less power. In addition, it 
should be noted that while this is a nearly 20-fold decrease in accuracy, it is still sufficient for field 
and lake applications, where replicate samples often yield greater variation, and chlorophyll 
concentrations can be extremely high within and among various ecosystems. 
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5.4. Cost approximation 
The cost of the prototype was one of the major concerns in this project. The details of the cost 
are shown in Table 6-6. As can be seen, the total cost of parts was around $135 (CAD).  
Table 5-6: Cost Approximation of a Single Prototype 
Item Quantity Per Unit Cost (CAD) Total Cost (CAD) 
AS7262 1 $25.95 $25.95 
AS7263 1 $25.95 $25.95 
Raspberry Pi 1 $39.95 $39.95 
Display 1 $15.05 $15.05 
Battery with case 1 $11.03 $11.03 
Buck Module 1 $16.99 $16.99 
Total Cost   $134.92 
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Chapter 6:  Experimental setup and result analysis of experiment – 2 
As chlorophyll-a dissolves into organic solvent, the organic solvent molecules form bond with 
dissolved chlorophyll-a. As the concentration of chlorophyll-a increases, the number of such bonds 
increases as well. As a result, the organic dipole solvent cannot conduct electricity as the same 
way as before for all frequencies. This change in electric conductivity has been correlated with the 
chlorophyll concentration. The experimental setup for this methodology and the result have been 
depicted in the following sections of this chapter. 
6.1. Hardware setup 
When plant leaves or algae are submerged into ethanol solution, the chlorophyll inside them 
makes a heavy dipole complex with it, which decreases the electric conductivity of the ethanol at 
some frequencies. As electric impedance is opposite to the conductivity; impedance increases 
when chlorophyll is dissolved into ethanol. This change of impedance is linear within a certain 
range of chlorophyll concentrations. However, the change of impedance is not uniform at all 
frequencies, because the complex is not resonated the same way at different frequency of 
sinusoidal voltage. This property of ethanol has been exploited in the proposed sensor by 
measuring the impedance before and after adding chlorophyll. 
A typical setup of the impedance spectroscopy and our experimental setup is shown in Figure 
6-1. Unlike electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, the properties of the electrode-material 
interface were not the focus of the experiment. The main interest here was on intrinsic electrical 
properties of the medium under test (MUT); therefore, contributions due to electrode effects had 
been avoided. 
 
Figure 6-1: A typical setup for electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 
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Let the impedance experienced by the MUT in Figure 6-1 be ℤ, and is calculated using (6-1): 
ℤ =  
𝑉𝐸𝑥𝑡 ∠𝜃𝑣
𝑖 ∠𝜃𝑖
    (6-1) 
Where, θv and θi are voltage and current phase angle, respectively. 
As shown in (6-2), the impedance at an angular frequency ω, is a complex number. It has a real 
part, Re(ℤ) that signifies the resistance, R and an imaginary part, Im(ℤ) which signifies the 
reactance, X. Both capacitance and inductance of the medium is responsible for the reactance. The 
complex ℤ(𝜔) can also be represented by its magnitude, |ℤ(𝜔)| and angle, 𝜃𝑧. 
ℤ(𝜔) = |ℤ(𝜔)|∠𝜃𝑧 = 𝑅𝑒(ℤ) + 𝐼𝑚(ℤ) = 𝑅 + 𝑗𝑋(𝜔)  (6-2) 
The magnitude of the total impedance at an angular frequency ω is |ℤ(ω)| and calculated as in 
(6-3) 
|ℤ(𝜔)| = √𝑅2 + 𝑋2  (6-3) 
When the medium works as a dielectric, for cylindrical electrodes, various effects can be 
explained using the capacitance equation in (6-4) 






   (6-4) 
Where, C = capacitance, ϵ = dielectric constant of the medium, A = electrode effective area, d = 
distance between two electrodes. l = effective length and r = radius of the electrode.  




  (6-5) 
(6-3) – (6-5) have been found useful to explain different experimental results for the proposed 
sensor. 
6.1.1. Sensor 
In this experiment EVAL-AD5933 Evaluation Board from Analog Device (Figure 6-2(b)), 
a high precision impedance converter system was used. The device integrates an on-board 
frequency generator, a 12-bit 1 MSPS analog-to-digital converter (ADC), and an internal 
temperature sensor. Both the excitation signal and response signal are sampled by ADC and 
Fourier transformed by on-board DSP engine in order to obtain complex impedance spectrum. The 
frequency range of AD5933 is from 1 kHz up to 100 kHz. The device has a master clock of 16.77 
MHz and supply voltage requirement of 2.7 V to 5.5 V. The device comes in a 16-SSOP package 
that has a temperature range of -40°C to +125°C. The device offers high accuracy and versatility 
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that make it suitable for electrochemical analysis, corrosion monitoring, automotive sensors, 
proximity sensing and bio-impedance measurements. As shown in Figure 6-2(a), it has its own 
software interface to collect data. 
 
(a) 
   
(a)      (b) 
Figure 6-2: (a) User interface for Eval-AD5933 from Analog Device (b) Physical Eval AD5933 
Device (c) LCR817 from GwINSTEK 
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The reading of the sensor was verified against a high precision LCR meter (GWINSTEK 
LCR-817 – Figure 6-2(b)). The LCR device has a built-in signal generator and works in the 
frequency range from 12 Hz to 10 kHz with 489 steps and 0.05% accuracy. 
6.1.2. Electrode 
In all experiments, we used tin coated copper electrodes with inductance and Direct Current 
(DC) resistance of 0.11μH/ft and 0.027Ω/ft, respectively. For all measurements, the electrodes 
were fully submerged into the solution. Experiments were conducted to find the relationship of 
impedance reading with the length and diameter of the electrodes, and the distance between two 
electrodes. The results of the experiments are discussed in the result section. 
6.1.3. Impedance spectral data collection 
A standard curve constituted of 60 different concentrations of chlorophyll solution was 
prepared by extracting chlorophyll from lettuce leaf and spinach in 95% (v/v) ethanol (CH3
 – OH) 
to a maximum concentration of 20 μgL-1. The impedance of 95% (v/v) ethanol and extracted 
chlorophyll in it was measured for various frequencies using the EIS sensor (Eval - AD5933). The 
solutions were carried in a 10mL standard plastic test tube. Before measuring the impedance of 
the MUT, the board was calibrated against a known RC circuit. After calibration, the magnitude 
of the impedance at each frequency point along the sweep was calculated. The experiment setup 
is shown in Figure 6-3. The excitation voltage was set to 0.2V peak to peak with no DC bias. 
 
Figure 6-3: Workflow of measuring impedance spectroscopy 
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To prepare a dataset for development and testing, impedance readings were taken for both 
extracted chlorophyll solutions and 95% (v/v) ethanol using the same electrode configuration over 
a frequency sweep of 1.5 kHz to 7.5 kHz. The latter (background readings for ethanol) were then 
subtracted from the first reading. This avoids the electrode-material interfacing effect, temperature 
variations, and other variations due to the electrode configuration. The lower boundary of the 
frequency sweep was limited by the specification of the apparatus used. 
6.2. Result analysis 
Similar to the experiment -1 explained in Chapter 5:  experiments were conducted to fine tune 
the parameters (e.g. electrode length, diameter, distance between two electrodes etc.) involved 
with the setup. Once the parameters were finalized, impedance spectra were analyzed to correlate 
it with known chlorophyll concentration. All the results have been described in the following 
subsections. 
6.2.1. Verification of the readings of impedance sensor 
To verify the reading of our proposed EIS sensor, the readings were taken for a parallel RC 
circuit of R = 1000 Ω (with 1% tolerance) and C = 10 μF. The cross verification was studied against 
a high precision LCR meter from GwINSTEK (LCR-817), which has a basic accuracy of 0.1%. 
Readings were taken at regular interval from 1 kHZ to 6 kHz. The theoretical values of impedance 
in this frequency range have been calculated using an off-the shelf “EIS Spectrum Analyzer” 
software [71]. The comparison is shown in Figure 6-4. The plot shows that the variation in the 
reading using our sensor (AD5933) is close to the value measured using the standard tool (LCR-
817), and within 10% of the theoretical value. 
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Figure 6-4: Comparison of impedance readings: theoretical, LCR-817 reading, and AD5933 
reading 
6.2.2. Electrode Configuration 
To conduct the experiments, several possible electrode configurations have been considered 
by varying electrode orientation, electrode effective area, and distance between electrodes. The 
impedance reading varies for different configurations. To understand how each configuration 
change the impedance reading and also to choose the best electrode configuration for the 
experiments, the relationship between different electrode configurations and impedance reading 
have been studied one at a time for the same chlorophyll solution, keeping all other parameters 
constant.  
At first, two possible electrode orientations were considered - from the top into the solution or 
submerged into the solution from the bottom, as shown in Figure 6-5. The full impedance spectra 
for the same chlorophyll solution using both orientations are shown in Figure 6-6. 
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(a)         (b) 
Figure 6-5: Two different considered orientations - (a) electrode from top: creating two capacitors 
in parallel (b) electrode from the bottom: fully submerged into chlorophyll solution 
 
Figure 6-6: Spectra for two different orientations of the electrodes 
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Figure 6-6 shows that the impedance for orientation (a) is either the same or lower than that of 
orientation (b) for all frequencies. This occurs because the evaporation rate of ethanol at room 
temperature is high. As a result, at room temperature ethanol evaporates and fills the empty space 
on top of the solution. Hence, the upper part of the electrodes is submerged into ethanol vapor 
while the lower part is submerged into chlorophyll solution. Together they form a parallel 
combination of capacitors. As a result, the total capacitance increases which eventually causes the 
impedance to decrease according to (6-5). For orientation (a), the volume of the solution plays an 
important role in the impedance. It determines the effective area between the electrode and the 
dielectric of two capacitors in parallel. Also, the evaporation of ethanol depends on temperature. 
So, the orientation where electrodes are placed from the top is less accurate than that from the 
bottom. Hence, the orientation (b) was chosen for all subsequent experiments. 
The electrodes that were used in the experiments were cylindrical in shape. So, the effective 
area between the electrodes and the solution can be varied by varying either length or diameter of 
the electrodes. When effective area was varied by varying one of the variables, it was observed 
that the shape of the impedance spectra was consistent. It just shifted up or down for the changed 
parameter. So, in the subsequent experiments, instead of the whole impedance spectra, the effect 
of changing a parameter on impedance at a fixed frequency (2300Hz) is presented. 
In Figure 6-7(a) and Figure 6-7(b) the impedance at 2300Hz with changing electrode length 
and diameter is presented respectively. It is seen from both the figures that the impedance decreases 
linearly with increment of length or diameter of electrode. This can be explained by (6-4) and (6-
5). As either the length or diameter of the electrodes was increased, the effective area increased 
linearly as well. This increased the capacitance and eventually decreased the impedance between 
the electrodes. For subsequent experiments, the length and diameter were fixed to 2.1 cm and 0.033 
inch, as this are the closest point to the fitted line. 
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Figure 6-7: Impedance at 2300Hz for varying (a) length (b) diameter of the electrode  
Finally, an experiment was conducted by varying the distance between two electrodes from 
0.1cm to 0.8cm. The upper boundary was limited by the diameter of experimental test tube. The 
result of the experiment is shown in Figure 6-8. As the distance between the two electrodes is 
increased, the capacitance between them decreases. This decreased capacitance increases the 
reactance and hence increases the magnitude of impedance as well. The distance between the 
electrodes were kept fixed at 0.3-cm (since like before, this is the closest point to the fitted line in 
Figure 6-8.) 
 
Figure 6-8: Impedance at 2300Hz for varying distance between two electrodes 
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6.2.3. Impedance spectra analysis 
After choosing the optimal values for the experimental setup, impedance readings were taken 
for 60 different concentrated chlorophyll solutions. The impedance values were recorded at 50Hz 
interval from 1.5kHz to 7.5kHz. The lower value of the frequency range was constrained by the 
sensor board specification with 4MHz external oscillation. Among the readings, few impedance 
spectra were chosen randomly for study and are shown in Figure 6-10(a). This primary study shows 
that increasing chlorophyll concentration changes the impedance spectra of ethanol. One 
importance observation from Figure 6-10(a) is that the change of impedance is prominent in lower 
frequency (2 kHz - 5 kHz), and almost negligible at the higher frequency (more than 5 kHz).  This 
might occur due to the large atomic size of chlorophyll which resonates more at lower frequencies. 
To better understand the relationship between the impedance and chlorophyll concentration, 
impedance at a fixed frequency was studied (shown in Figure 6-10(b) and (c)). The figures show 
that, with increasing chlorophyll concentration, the impedance at 2300Hz and 4000Hz changes 
almost linearly. The change is proportional for some frequencies while inversely proportional for 
some others. More formal studies have been presented in the following sections. 
 
(a) 
Figure 6-9: (a) Impedance spectra 
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(b)      (c) 
Figure 6-10: (b) Impedance at 4kHz with increasing chlorophyll concentration (c) impedance at 
2.3kHz with increasing chlorophyll concentration 
6.2.4. Principal component analysis 
Principal component analysis was applied on the whole dataset. To find out the optimum 
number of principal components (PC), explained variance was calculated for PC 1 to 10. For each 
PC, the sum of explained variance has been plotted in Figure 6-11 and the elbow was chosen as 
the optimum number of principle component. Therefore, 5 principle components were chosen 
which can explain 99.2% of total variance. 
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Figure 6-11: Explained variance by changing the number of principle component 
A multiple linear regression model was fitted after the principle component analysis and 
with 5 principle components. The predicted value for the model has been shown against the true 
value in Figure 6-12 The evaluation metrics have been shown in Table 6-1. 
 
Figure 6-12: True value vs predicted value for linear regression after PCA 
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Table 6-1: Evaluation metrics for linear regression after PCA 
Evaluation metric Reported value 
R2 0.694 
Adj-R2 0.627 
MAE 1.815 μgL-1 
RMSE  2.2975 μgL-1 
 As can be seen from Figure 6-12 and in Table 6-1, there is a large avoidable error in this 
analysis using PCA. So, features were reduced using further analysis. 
6.2.5. Feature reduction 
The Pearson correlation coefficient measures the linear correlation between two variables. In 
this project, Pearson coefficient of the features were studied to understand how each feature are 
linearly correlated with chlorophyll concentration. Features, whose absolute Pearson coefficient 
with chlorophyll content is lower than 0.5 was identified as weekly correlated feature with 
chlorophyll and was removed. This process eliminated 16 least significant features. However, a 
close absolute value of the remaining features was found which implies that there is strong 
multicollinearity among them. 
To remove multicollinearity and redundancy, features were filtered based on Variance 
Inflation Factor (VIF). VIF measures how much the variance of an estimated regression coefficient 
is increased because of collinearity. The low value (< 10) of VIF represents lower collinearity 
between features. Features with highest VIF were removed at a time and VIF with the remaining 
features were calculated again. The process was repeated until VIF for all the remaining features 
were less than 10 which implies significant low collinearity. Figure 6-13(a) shows how VIF 
decreased gradually by removing the feature of highest VIF at each step. 
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(a)        (b) 
Figure 6-13: Feature reduction using: (a) Variance Inflation Factor; (b) using backward 
elimination 
To further reduce the number of features, the dataset was passed through a backward 
elimination process. In this process, a multivariate linear regression model was fit using all features 
and p-values of all the features were calculated. Features with a high p-value are not likely to be a 
meaningful addition to the model because changes in the feature’s value are not significantly 
related to changes in the chlorophyll concentration. We applied a stepwise approach where the 
feature with the highest p value was eliminated from the feature set and the model was retrained 
with remaining features. This process continued unless p-value for all features in the model was 
less than 0.05. This final step returned a total of 11 features. They are – Z2300, Z2600, Z2950, Z3200, 
Z3900, Z4000, Z4150, Z4250, Z4300, Z4400 and Z4700. Here ZX represents impedance at X Hz. This 
eventually brought the model to the lowest mean absolute value with minimum number of features 
(as shown in Figure 6-13(b)). It is important to note that when more than 11 features were removed, 
the error started to rise again which indicates that the selected set of features is the optimal choice. 
Figure 6-14 shows the spectra of previously studied chlorophyll solutions in Figure 6-10(a), but 
only the optimum 11 frequencies are shown. Figure 6-14 shows that the variance of chlorophyll is 
still visually apparent with only selected 11 features. 
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Figure 6-14: Impedance spectra at significant frequencies 
6.2.6. Model evaluation 
To fit the data into a model, a univariate multiple linear regression model was chosen. To 
evaluate how well this model will perform on unknown dataset, a 5-fold cross validation was 
performed on the whole dataset. The results are presented in Table 6-2. The low values of root 
mean square errors for each fold in Table 6-2 signifies that the simple linear regression model will 
perform with high precision on unknown dataset. Also, the low standard deviation of the RMSE 
signifies that there is low variance among the experimental results.  
Finally, a univariate multiple linear regression model was trained using the whole dataset. 
The predicted value was plotted against the true value (as shown in Figure 6-15). In the figure, the 
red line is not the best fitted line, rather it indicates the ideal (1:1) relationship.  The evaluation 
metrics is presented in Table 6-3. Here, higher R2 and adjusted R2 imply that the model has been 
a good fit to the dataset. Besides, the low difference between R2 and adj-R2 signifies that, all the 
features chosen to predict the chlorophyll concentration are independent and significant. 
Moreover, the MAE and RMSE values are small for chlorophyll measurement. 
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Table 6-2: Evaluation of 5-fold cross validation 
Fold No # of samples in 
training 
















Figure 6-15: True vs predicted value for the proposed model 
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Table 6-3: Evaluation metrics of the proposed model 
Evaluation metric Reported value 
R2 0.9320 
Adjusted R2 0.9157 
MAE 0.904 μgL-1 
RMSE 1.05 μgL-1 
 
The residue plot has been shown in Figure 6-16. It shows that there is no specific pattern for 
the residue, rather the error for different chlorophyll concentration is totally random. It signifies 
that our model has not been overfitted for any specific range. In Figure 6-16 the red line is also not 
the best fitted curve, rather it indicates the ideal case. 
 
Figure 6-16: Residue plot 
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6.2.7. Feature importance 
Figure 6-17 shows the weight of all 11 features. It is evident that the impedance at 2300Hz, 
2600Hz, 3900Hz and 4400Hz plays the most important role for chlorophyll prediction. 
 
Figure 6-17: Importance of different features in the model 
6.2.8. Repeatability 
To measure repeatability of our system, impedance reading was taken using our proposed 
sensors on the same chlorophyll solution for an hour at one-minute interval. Each set of readings 
were then passed through our proposed model to predict chlorophyll-a concentration. Thus, a total 
of 60 predictions were recorded for the same sample using our proposed model. The true value of 
the chlorophyll sample was then measured using traditional laboratory-based absorption method. 
The mean of the 60 readings, their standard deviation and standard error of the mean have been 
tabulated in Table 6-4. 
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Table 6-4: Evaluation metric to study the repeatability of the proposed model 
No of 
readings, n 











Standard error of 
the mean (μgL-1) 
60 5.705 0.29 0.037 6.16 0.455 
 
The mean value measured using our proposed model and tabulated in Table 6-4 is the 
average of 60 predictions of the same sample. Standard deviation of the predictions tells us about 
the spread and variability of the predictions. The low standard deviation in this experiment 
indicates that the predictions are closely concentrated to the mean which eventually results in high 
repeatability of the system. The standard error of the mean is a measure of how precise the mean 
prediction is. The lower value of it represents the high confidence level of the accurate mean. Error 
is the deviation of the mean of predictions, predicted by our proposed system from the true value. 
From Table 6-4 it is evident that the mean prediction value is very close to the true value and the 
error is within the reported mean error of the system which is ±0.9 μgL-1. 
6.2.9. Sensitivity 
The sensitivity of a sensor is defined as the derivative of the output with respect to the 
stimulus. In other way, it can be defined as the slope of output characteristic graph at a fixed 
frequency. From Figure 6-10(b), the sensitivity of the proposed sensor at 2300 Hz can be calculated 
by measuring the slope, which is 175 Ω / (μgL-1). This signifies that for every 1 μgL-1 increase or 
decrease in chlorophyll concentration, the impedance at 2300 Hz increases or decreases by 175 Ω. 
Therefore, the proposed EIS method exhibits higher sensitivity than traditional methods. However, 
the sensitivity varies for different frequencies. For example, from Figure 6-10(c), for 4000Hz the 
sensitivity is 200 Ω / (μgL-1). 
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6.2.10. Specificity 
A sensor system is considered specific if it responds only to one kind of component [67]. 
To examine the specificity of the proposed sensor and assess the impacts of turbidity and salinity 
on measurements, 5mg of clay and deionized NaCl were mixed with 50mL of extracted solution. 
Clay was chosen as an interfering substance because it is widely available and simulates similar 
worst case scenarios when chlorophyll is extracted from turbid water (such as, erosive river or 
field). Clay only simulates turbidity and is not soluble in ethanol. On the other hand, NaCl is also 
not soluble in 100% ethanol. However, as 95% (v/v) ethanol was taken, adding little NaCl may 
saturate the solution. Readings were taken for the same solution before and after adding clay and 
NaCl separately, and the spectra is shown in Figure 6-18. It is seen that turbidity does not affect 
the reading. On the other hand, adding a soluble salt increases the conductivity of the solution. 
Figure 6-18 shows that after adding NaCl, impedance decreases more at high frequencies than that 
at low frequencies. This decrease is due to the solubility of NaCl in water. The authors therefore 
recommend using 100% ethanol for the proposed sensor which might prevent the decrease in 
reading. 
 
Figure 6-18: Experiment on specificity of the proposed sensor 
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6.3. Comparison with existing methods 
Methods like spectrophotometry, fluorometry and high-performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) have been routinely used in laboratories for decades. In Table 6-5 our 
proposed EIS method is compared qualitatively with the conventional methods. The table shows 
that, although HPLC is the most accurate method with the least interference to measure chlorophyll 
concentration, it is a very expensive and time-consuming process requiring specialized equipment. 
Our proposed method is a rapid, low-cost alternative to the existing techniques with tolerable error. 



























































Slightly less than 
Spectro 
Cost High cost 
More Expensive 
than Spectro 
Most Expensive Low-cost 
Operation 
time 
2 – 3 min, needs 
time to setup for 
first reading 
5 – 6 min, needs 
time for 
calibration 
15-30 min 1-2 min 
*Spectro = Spectrophotometry 
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1CMOS = Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 
2DOM = Dissolved Organic Material 
6.4. Cost of the parts 
The cost of the prototypes was one of the major concerns in this project. The details of the cost 
are shown in Table 6-6. As can be seen, the total cost of parts was around $197 (CAD).  
Table 6-6: Cost Approximation of a Single Prototype 
Item Quantity Per Unit Cost (CAD) Total Cost (CAD) 
Raspberry Pi 1 $39.95 $39.95 
Display 1 $15.05 $15.05 
Battery with case 1 $11.03 $11.03 
Buck Module 1 $16.99 $16.99 
Electrode 1 $24.35 $24.35 
Eval-AD5933 1 $89.37 $89.37 
Total Cost   $197.01 
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Chapter 7:  Conclusion and Future Recommendation 
7.1. Conclusion 
    In this thesis, two different spectral approaches have been proposed to measure extracted 
chlorophyll concentration. The first approach measures optical reflectance primarily at 12 
wavelengths and predicts the concentration of extracted chlorophyll by analyzing reflectance at 5 
major wavelengths. The final approach measures electric impedance spectroscopy of the extracted 
chlorophyll solution from 1500 Hz to 7500 Hz and predicts the concentration of extracted 
chlorophyll by analyzing impedance at 11 frequencies. Both the approaches have the following 
features -  
• Low-cost – The cost for sensors of both procedures is less than CAD200  
• Light weight – both the sensors weighs less than 500g 
• Portability – both the sensors are small and can be carried in hand 
• Reduced features – the optical spectral sensor takes reflectance at 5 wavelengths and the 
impedance spectral sensor takes impedance at 11 frequencies into consideration while 
predicting the concentration of extracted chlorophyll 
• Prediction of extracted chlorophyll – Both the sensors can predict continuous chlorophyll 
concentration with R2 > 90%, and RMSE < 2.5 μgL-1 
Overall, the result concludes that the proposed system can estimate extracted chlorophyll 
concentration with reasonable accuracy which is comparable to existing devices. Although optical 
spectroscopy performed better than the electrical impedance method to estimate extracted 
chlorophyll concentration and the range of prediction for electrical impedance spectroscopy is 
smaller than that of optical spectroscopy, electrical impedance spectroscopy has its own benefits. 
It is very precise for lower concentration of chlorophyll-a. 
7.2. Future recommendation 
There are very good potential and considerable scopes and opportunities to explore new 
possibilities and improve the proposed system to the next level. Some of the recommendations for 
further works are - 
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• The proposed optical spectroscopy system only measures reflectance at 12 discrete 
wavelengths. In future industrial sensors with more channels can be used. In this respect, 
18 channel sensor AS7265 (AMS)[75] might be used. 
• The device used for measuring electrical impedance spectroscopy (AD5933 evaluation 
board) can measure only in the kilo Hertz range without any external component. In future 
frequency divider circuit can be used to measure impedance spectra at the lower frequency 
range 
• In the experiments, around 52 and 60 samples were used. In future more formal study can 
be conducted using more variations in the chlorophyll concentration. 
• The behavior of electrical impedance of chlorophyll at different frequencies can be studied 
• Electrical impedance spectroscopy might be used to predict the concentration of Blue 
Green Algae and pH of water in-situ. 
The exploration of the above-mentioned scopes may create new opportunities in the water 
quality monitoring field 
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